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I-· INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to inrvestigate a new meth-
od of expanding functions in Fourier Series. This method 
depends on the fa.ct that a particular function G ( Jt, ~· ) :::: 
.t. ~ rr (x - ~ ) 1T / x - .!=·/ can, by purelv elementary oon-5 ·t- 4- - ! ~ ., 
siderations, be proved to be actually equal to its Fourier 
l'(,.::-c:: 
expansion L co.a kx,_q_os k[k~i_p. ka,c s,!n...,10 , obtained in 
the usual way."'"' 
It may then be shovm that it is possible to obtain the 
expansion of any function f(x), continuous together with its 
first two derivatives, from a relation 
1( 
f (x) = j G(x, 5 ) <:f ( 3 ) d 5 
_.,,. 
where i:[ (x) is shown to be given by 
f" ( :x:) + J.- '£. ( x) == O 
IT 
This is then extended to functions which have a finite 
number of jumps, either in the derivative or in the function 
itself. 
The convergenoy of the Fourier Series has been proved 
by Dirichlet (1829), for a funotio n f(x) such that 
Ca) f(x) is continuous at e.11 but a finite number of 
po.i.~-~.,s in the· interval (-1(, 1T ) 
(b} f(x) ··has at most a finite nwnber of maximum and 
minimum poin"ts. 
These restrictions have been partly removed by various writ-
ers. The co nditione which we impose are distihotly more 
l 
narrow than those of Dirichlet, but are broad enough to in-
clude all functions that ooour in ordinary apRlications. 
Is this method more_ elementary tllan(1'Dirichlet 's Meth-
od? Possibly not, but this must be said for it: it con-
stitutes a.n excellent intro duotion to an important chapter 
of integral equa tions. It has the added advantage of yield-
ing readily information on the order of magnitude of coef-
ficients. 
1. Picard--Trai te d 'Analyse, Vol. I~ pp. 215 ff. 
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II.-Preliminary Definitions and Theorems 
As we shall have frequent occasion in the sequence to 
perform various operatio ns upon series, we shall stat,e at 
the outset some of their properties. 
A. Uniform ~ssenc:y 
A convergent series, 
u,(x)+ u.t(x)+ - - -+ut\(x)+- - -
is called uniformly convergent in an interval (a,b), if for 
every l / O, there exists an n such tha.t J 87\+-r - s)'\ I< c:., for 
any p) n, whatever value x takes in (a, b ). (s,.,, designates the 
sum of the first n terms). 
:s. Continu:tiz 
If the terms of the series 
u, (x) + u,Jx) + - - - + u~(x) + - - -
are continuous in (a,b} a.nd the series converges uniformly 
to f(x) in this interval, then f(x) is a continuous function 
of x in(a,b). 
c. Multi~lioation -= &el 
Given two convergent series; 
S = u., -+ u, + - - - - - + u)'\.+ - - - -
I 
S =- V0 ·I· Vi ·i- - • - • .. -1- Vn.. ·I- - • • -
if the first is absolutely convergent 
3 
fl ) s -~-= u v. -,.. ( u v. -i· u v ·j-0 t'J O I I 0 - -+ (u 0 v}\,t u,v"_,;-- •+U"'Vo )t- --
will be convergent and equal to the product of the first two 
series •. 
D. Term bl Term Inte~ration 
If u, (x) , u2..(x),- - - u,.Jx),- .. -
a.re continuous functions of x, and if 
f(x)=-u,(x)+u;z.(x)+ - - -·-+u~(x)+ - - - - -
is a uniformly convergent series in (a,b), then 
x., ~. x., .x., 
fr(x)dx =fu,(x)dx +f,,_(x)dx+- - -+ ju .... (x)dxt·- - -
~o Ao JC.6 ~o 
E. Term ... lt.z Ter!!J?.!ffe;reE~.iaiion 
If f(x) =- u, (x) ;- u~(x) -+- - - - -r u~(x) -r - - - -
is convergent in the interval (a,b) and if each term has a 
derivative which is continuous in (a,b), and if the series 
u,' (x) -t- u~{x) + - - - - + u~(x) ·t- - - -
is uniformly convergent in the interval (a,b) then 
f / (x) = u .' (x) + u~(x) + - - - ;.u 1~(,::) -t· - - - -
F. A Test. ~--Uniform_conv.ersenc~-
If u I + u .L ·j- - - - - t· u l"V t- - - - -
is absolutely 09nvergent, and 
v,(x)+ v.i.(x)+ - - -·- - + v~(x) + - - - -
is such tha.t 
Lim } v,~(x.) j = K (finite), 
n-.~'.1 u""" 
then the second series is absolutely and uniformly convergent. 
Proof: 
If J ~n~(x) I = K (finite) 
there exists a number N, such that if n > N, 
)~':(x} } . ~ 2K 
Then 
4 
But if the series 
U I + U,__ + - • • - T U ..,..,_ T - - • 
is absolutely convergent, there exists a number N .... such that 
if n 1 N~ 
\1. u.A- j + JuM1}-t- - - + J u,,trl< ..L for any p > n · ' 2K 
Then if n > N (where N repi~eaents the larger of the two 
numbers N1 and Na)• 
jv'1~1+-lvl'\. .. ,I + - - ~+ [v:i.ttf < 2K[/ u.""[+/u,..1",J 1-- - ;.ju>\i-rl] 
<.2K.£~c: 
2K 
for any p > n and any x in (a, b), and the series 
VI ( X) + V .l. ( X) -/- - - - + V 1'l ( X) + -
ie absolutely and uniformly convergent. 
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III. Derivation of sin x= x 
As we shall later wish to express sin x as an infinite 
product, we shall now proceed to derive suoh ru.1 expression. 
We knov1 from elementary trigonometry that sin nc9 
Sil'l6l 
may be expressed as an algebraical function of degree {n-1) 
in cos s • Sinoaain n & vanishes when 
sfile-
oos e =cos r , cos E:l[_, - - - - oos (n -1 tr.c. 
n n n 
we may vvrita 
(l) sin n S _ A(cost9-oos Y.nJ(oose -cos ,g_n7f)- - (co-s&-ooa(n-nJ)1f) 
si~- \ 
But 




and therefore, if we assume n even 
6 
( 2) sin n§_-=- A cos s( oos2G - cos;!.. Y} ( cos;l.6>-cos.z.&!)- -l cos.2,'9-oos;t.(n-2) If) 
sin & \ n \ n \ 2n i' 
Wri t111g as for s, and substi tuti11g for the cosines their 
n 
values in terms of sines,. equation (2) becomes 
(3) sin x =A cos ~(sin~!-~in"~J - - .;'sin;z,(n-2)7T -sin;z,iS) 
sin X/n n n n ~ 2n n 
Ta.king the limit of both sides as ~ ~ O, 
n 
(4) n =A sin""'![ sin~gzr - - - sin'-(n-§l ~ 
n n n 
(5) 
Then dividing (3) by (4) gives 
sin x = n cos EE- sin !. (1- sin .. ~ ) • 
n n sin~JJ./ 
n 
- - 1-sin.1..ii x ) 
( sin,_ (n-2fit 
2n 
=n oos 25 sin 25"-'f'r/l-s1n~t) 
n n \ sin.t.rrr 
"' ... :!. n-
We may transform this expression for sin x by means of 
the identical relation 
(l - sin ;;i_d... _) = cos 2.o<. ( l - tan ~cX.) 
\ sin '"'/S / · tan ,1.;S 
into the form 
c e) sin x "'n tan 25 oos"aE ..,,n·» Ii - tan~~ ) 
n n \ tan'"'.£.Ir 
tt.=-1 n. 
Now sin_~ is a decreasing monotonic function between 
x 
O and Tf • For, 
2 
_g_ '(sin~: x oos x-sin x 
dx x xt."""'-
= cos x (x-tan x) 
x:i-
which is always negative for 0<x<1T , sinoe cos x is pos-2 x~ 
itive and(x-tan x)is negative in this i11terva.l. 
Likewise tan x is an increasing monotonic function in 
x 
the interval(O) "[)• since its derivative is always positive 
in this interval. 
Than we may write 
sin_tx .. .t.hl < x +-h <.tan txth). 
s n x x tan x 
where O <. x <x t-h < lf 
2 
From this it follows that 
II· 1- sin'-o(. \<fl-~ I < j'l - tan4X ,. 
sin )..(.3 I t-3.i- tan p , 
For, if~< 18• it follows by squaring each expression and 
7 
subtracting it from one. If ;3 L.. rx , it follows by squaring 
each expression and subtracting one from it. 
If !! be taken large enough to ma.ke ~ < ~ for any x, 
then and 
8 
Now, substituting in the right hand member of equation (5) 
values greater than the original ones, e.nd in equation (6) val-
ues less than the original ones, we obtain 
(7) 1sin x( < \x ~rr:l (i - ~µ) 1 
• h.. ... :L 
(a) jsin xj 7 Jx cos""; ·"'(r(1-r~;)) 
,tt."-1.. 
But cos n. ~ ::::. 1 - E~ where Et\.~ o. as n-+ oo • Therefore, 
n 
. i't." .l.(1\.-J.} 
(9) sin x = :x:(l - 911.) ____ l;i... ___ \ (11-£)\ where 6>"'-·-"'>0 as n->-00. 
r ~rr'"" 
Jt., ~j. 
Then when n is increased indefinitely 
(10) sin x = x jl/1- :"' .. )· 
)\_,,, 1 \ r lf . 
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IV--:-Expansion of x 1. 4 -
Let it be assumed that a function f(x) possesses an ex-
pansion in Fourier Series, i. e., that we may write 
1'(:.Gtl 
f(x) = !!o -t- ) (aK cos kx ·r b ,i sin kx) 2 , __ 
/"(c.f 
Then assuming tentatively that the operations indicated 
are permissible, we multiply both sides first by sin kx, 
then by cos kx and integrate over -1r to lT • It is found 
that 
f (x) = l 
2TF' 
·;r 
/' .' j f(x)dx 
_.,,.. 
t- sin kx 
Tr 
,,.. 
i· ) [cos kx J f(x)ooskxdx 
.___J tr 
11 '""::I -'TT" 
( f(x) sin kxdxj' 
_{ 
When f (x) ~ f( - x), the last integral becomes zero, 
and we have a series in cosines alone. 
~ ~ 
Also J f(x) cos kxdx = 2 j f(x) cos kxdx. 
_.,,. 0 
For f(x) :::. x.1.. - T("1- we find 
4 n' 
x:z, 712. - ~ ( ~ 1) r( cos kx ') 4 - 12 - / k;t., L---L 
,.., ~I 
which we proceed to justify. 
For this, it is eufficient·'·.to show that 
7r L r r _;z, K. .. 00 (-1( cos kx] dx (1) l t- /( ~ :=.. 0 J i2 L k ;I.. J 
0 /'(.01 
This may be shown sufficient in two ways: 
a) Let p ( X) " [ .2.. ] , obviously >- 0 
10 
Let, for example, p {xL) = 0(. > O for. some x, between O and Tr. 
7r 
(• J f (x) dx being the limit of a sUm. of positive num-
0 
bars (definition of integral) is necessarily positive. 
For any given f. ' there exists a J such that on some inter-
val of length ~ ' 
('"' ( ) ~ ~ ,,. L. x ·- -t. Since f (x) cannot assume 
negative values, if a, b, o are any three values of x in 
order of magnitude in interval ( 0, 7T ) 
~ /~ Jr f (X) tf_.y_ >- j f ( X) ti..,y: 
1( (J,..- a.-
/~ 
_/ :L (x) dx 2 ( C( ·- t ) ~ > O, if Lis small enough. 
r;l 
But this contradicts the hypothesis that 
71" 
I' j p (x) dx - o. Therefore 
0 
every x from O to • 
b). More simply, 
A ff 
!' ,/ J y (x) dx ~ / f (x) dx 
.../ 
UJ ( x) 
L 
Differentiating each side with respect to x 
· f (x) ~ O. 
O for 
But p (x) cannot be negative and therefore is zero. 
We proceed then to investigate expression (1). 
'Ir 
Irr 2. ;i.. ·1~-~11T 
i L 4 J.IG ... / 
() 
11 
I'( ~ 2, ( - l ) cos kx dx 
k;i. 
/"< • I 
~t:.0.J I'( 
In the fourth integral, if L (- lL .cqi3. k2f.. .. be mul-
l(tl k k 
tiplied by itself according to the ordinary rules of multi-
plication, we obtain 
I'( l~k-1 
( ·-- l ) ~_, co a ( k - l;l ) x co a hx • 
L_. -(k hP· hN 
fu: I 
Since cos kx cos rx ~ 0 if rP k, when this series is 
integrated term by term, from O to Tr , a.11 the terms drop 
out except when I I k = 2 k, and h == k , and there remains 
;L I oos k x dx 
k':t ·-
K"txl 
:S-'·:; Furt~er, since the series [, cos :~lgL e.nd 
) ( -· l) cos kx are uniformly convergent in the interval 
. 4~..l kl.. 
(O, -rr"), they may be integrated term by term between these 
limits. Therefore, we may write 
= 
S' Tf 
3"'· 20!.: 5 
Th th i Cl) V~,..,ishea if lf'I en e express on ~· 
90 
does. 
To show that this expression vanishes, we make use of 
the expression which we have previously derived for sin x 
sin x == x Tf(1l - 2.x~) • 
h.=, n rr 
Taking the logarithmic derivative, we obtain 
I\= t:lQ 
d (log sin x) == aot x = !. +·) 2x 
(ii x ~ x~- n)..1f~ 
'J"\,.::.I 
Designating x cot x by J! (x ;1.,). we may write 
rt.,:.00 
f (u)-= l +- 2 '>(1+ 7\"'lfl.. ·)· L u - n ... rr" 
h.-:. I 
If we differentiate this series term by term with re-
'r'\,.tbO 
speot to u. we obtain the series) - 2 L n ~rr': 1.., which is 
. . "l\. = I ( U - n1rr' ~ 
uniformly convergent in the open interval :f"rom O to TT • 
h,::.CI> 
For, comparing it with ~ l , the ratio of the general L.-1 ii').. 
terms of' the two aeries is~' seen at once to be n"'rr~ • .,.( _u·---n-·rr-·-71",.. 
12 
For n large enough, this ratio may be made less than 2 when 
0 < u <1f: This series obtained by differentiating 
l\.::tb 
1 + 2 L (1 + nl.lf.a.. )- term by term is then the derivative 
~=· u - n:i.rr~ 
of p (u) and we may write 
LD 1(u) = - 2 ~ n~rra. 
.L L {u - na.rrJ.)a. 
"'-"I 
A similar argument shows that 
For u :::.o, we have 
p (0) = 1 




t{'(o) = -~. r *~ 
-.V"'' 
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If now, x cot x be expanded in a Maclaurin's expansion 
in p,owers of x-;.., , one obtains 
( 2) x cot x ~ 1 - ~ ·~ ! _ 4x ~ ~ 1 + - - - -
rr~ &, n1.1 rr'f· 21 &. ii~ 
We now proceed to determine another expansion of x cot x. 
To do this, let 
x cot x -::: a+ bx;l. + ex~;- -- - - -
Since x cot x : cos x , this becomes when the expan-
Siri'X 
x 
sions of cos x and sin x are written out 
= a + bx ;I...+ ex"+ - - - -
or 
1- xz-...,...x~ x' 
21 4T - 6T 
Equating coefficients 
a. =:. l, b:: - l, 
3 
Then 
(3) x cot x :::: 1 - l x ;!.. _ 
3 
If we now equate the coefficients of x''I- in the two ex-





11 , which is the required identity. 
90 
We have now proved that the series L(-l)"coskx 
x~· k;t; 
actually converges to the value x2' 7T:i. for -7T § x ~TT. 
4 - ~ 
14 
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V--The Function G(x, S ) 
If in the equation 
(l) x'- 1T-;_ ~ ( - if' cos !rai 4 - nr = L - -k ~ - -- -TT~x~TT 
""I 








If we make the change of' variable x = 7T-t y, we obtain 
cos ky 
k;t. 
-2·ir~ y-= 0 
From formulae (2) and (3), we may evaluate the function 
I"\~ E::t' 
G(x, ) ) ::: \ cos kx cos k 5 + sin kx sin k ~ 
L_. k~ 
K=- I 
_ ~ cos k(x - ~ ) L k.t--
K::1 
for x and ) between the limits -7T and 7r. 
Carrying out the required computation, we obtain as a 
result 
-7T§ x -f=Jr 
(5) -Tr ~ 3 § 7r. 
We observe the.following properties of this function 
G(x, ~ ): 
(a) It is a continuous function of x. 
(b) Its first derivative as to x is continuous, except 
4x4ept at the point x = "§" , where it has a jump of 
15 




It satisfies the differential equation d u _ ~ CfX'i'. - 2 
rr 
(e) J G(x,3 )d.3 "" 0. 
-7T 
VI--Fourier Expansion of f(x) when f '(x) and r'' (x) a.re 
continuous. 
Let us now consider tbe function .,,... 
( 1 ) u ( .x) = f G ( x, 5 ) 1£ ( 3 ) d 5 
-7T 
17 
where f (x) is rr a continuous function of x. We observe at 
. once that J u(x)dx ::::. Q. 
-if 
We may further assume that f (x) satisfies the con-
dition 
'1'T 
(2) _/p ( 5) d 3 ~ 0 
-77 . 
Suppose that this condition is not satisfied. Owing to (e) 
we may replace <£ (x) by _f(x) + k without affecting (1). 
Choose k so that 
rr J 1 (5) d3 + 
-1r 
2 1f k _: 0. 
Then the new function, '£ (x) i- k, will satisfy the required 
condition. This amounts to stating that 
isfies (2) which we henceforth assume. 
p(x) already sat~ 
If, for a given u(x). the function f (x) can be deter-
mined, u(x) may be expanded in a trigonometric series, for 
G(x, ~ ) p ( g ) is uniformly convergent series of continuous 
functions, and is therefore integrable term by term. 
We proceed to find an expression for p (x). 




u(x) = lim f r-n-~+ (x - 3J. 2. - 1T (x -3 )7 ~ ( 'S) d .s £.~o S . 4 - 2 ~ _..,,. 
+ ~~1! J [ f-1- (x "!-.l"- + ~ (x -'$)}Cf('?;) d S 
""f-t:. 
Differentiation as·to x gives 
where both last terms disappear owing to the continuity of 
G ( x, 5 ) and p ( x) • 
Differentiating again, we obtain 
~E ~ 
== l im J ! lO ( S) d s + l im J l 10 ( 5) d ~ 
f..--+0 . 2 L f..~O ~ I 
4 ~n 
-r l im [ £ _ '[_ ] co ( x - E ) - l im ~ + .! lJJ ( x -r ~ ) 
£~o 2 2 l ~~o 2 2 1 
Sinoe p(x) was chosen so as to make the integrals in this 
expression vanish, there results finally 
(3) d~u~.l -r 1f d) (x) = o. 
dx.z. L · 
Conversely, let u(x) be a given function, continuous 
together with its first and second derivatives from -TTto Ir , 
and such that u ( 1f ) = u ( - rr ) and u ' ( 7f ) ~ u' ( - rr) • Let now 
rr 




Furthermore, u satisfies the above conditions. 
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Then consider f(x) given by (3). 
We substitute this given function u(x) for u and G(x,5) 
for v in the formula 
rr 
J ~ (vu " - u v ") dx : _ [vu / - uv 'J_rr 
-7T 
Since d G(x1 ~ ) is discontinuous at $ == ;x:, we replace os 
the interval ( - 7T , 7T ) by the two intervals (-77, x - E.) and 
17" 
(x-rt:, ·rr ). Since dG(x,s) _ l and f ii( 3 )d3 -== O, the 
d S - 2 ~TT 
result is ,, 
;(-£. f J G(x, 3 )U "( 3 )d §; + . G(x, 5 )U"( 5 )dS 
-rr 1.~ 
= [G(x, S )U ' ( $ ) - U(~) G 1 (x, § )]_:-• 
= -rr i:l ( )~.) 
iT 
t [G ( x, 5 )u' ( ~ ) - u ( 3 ) G '( x, s )] 
X+C 
u-(-x-) 
Then, since u '' ( 5 ) ~ - 1T P ( $ ) 
..,,.. J G(x,~) 'f ( ~ )dg == ii(x), 
-rr 
which gives an expressfon for u(x) satisfying all the initial 
conditions provided p (x) is given by (3). 
If, then, the first and second derivatives of u(x) be 
continuous, p (x) is continuous and u(x) possesses an ex-
pansion in a trigonometric series, 
Tr 
(4) ii'(x) = J f~ cos Et cos k f t:;'in kx sin k~ ~( ~ )d S 
-7T K-:. I 
or 
(5) u(x) .,,_ L[cos kx f cosk1;_§: p ( S )d§ t- sin kx f si~S f (S)d$} 
/(,, ,. I -TT -IT 
But u(x) deno~es u(x) - l/2 au where 
7r 
a 0 = .! j u( 3 )d §" 
rr -rr 
Therefore, (5) may be vtritten 
TT' 11:::. oo rr 
( 6) u(x) = ..!... J u( :;; )d $ -t- L [cos kx jcos k 5 '£ ( 5 )d s 2o . k~ 
-~ k::.I -ff 
rr 
+sin kxj sin ks 
k~ 
-TT 
<J. ( s )d ~ 
Call a./'( and b,~ the coefficients of cos kx and sin kx.. 
We have from ( 6) and ( 3) 
ir rr 
20 
a -::: J cos k 5 I{ 
k~ . _.,, 
p ( $ )d.5 = -! J cos k 3 u ,, ( § )d :5 
1f k~ 
-TT 
Integrating by parts 
8. 1~ ::: - ! [COS k ~ U I ( s lrr· - 1 flT° Sill k ~ 
IT k ~ l-TT 7r k -rr 
U I ( S )d 3 
Since u' (-rr ) -= u' ( - -rr ) , the first term drops out a.nd the 
second, on integration by parts, yields. 
- ! r sin k ~ lJ. ( ~ )j1f' . -t 
Tr L k -rr 
..,,.. 
n-
~ f cos kS u( 5 )d 5 
. -71 




b~ :: · 1 J· sin ks u( !S )dg • 
7r -71 . 
Then, finally. we may write 
rr r..:oo rr 
(7) u(x) ~ · kf u( S )d 'ST£. .-[cos kx *'-1 cos kS u( S )d S 
+ sin kx !. j sin k ~ u ( S ) d ~ 
rr _.,,. 
which is the Fourier expansion of the function u(~). 
VII--Removal of Certain Restrictions 
We have thus far proved the convergency of the Fourier 
Series of a function which is continuous together with its 
first and second derivatives. 
21 
It is not, however, necessary that a function satisfy 
these conditions in order that it possess a Fourier Series. 
Indeed, the function G(x, s ) which has already been proved to 
possess a Fourier expansion, although a continuous function, 
ha.a a jump of -rr in its first derivative at the point x ..._ s . 
Let f(x) be a given continuous function having jumps of 
2.:..• ~· - - - ~ in its first derivative at th·e points 
TT Tf Tr 
$-'"" ' ~· - - - - - ~·... . • :..'>, ~.t... ..J '""' 
Then the function 
( l) f(x) r c< 
1 
G(x, ~,, ) -t C{i. G(x, 5·~ ) + - - - ;. e';(l\.G(~, S: "'") 
will be continuous together with its derivatives, and may be 
expanded in a Fourier Series. Since the expansion of G(x, s ) 
is already known, we may subtract the expansions of 
<\ 
1 
G(:>c:, 5, ) o(i. G(x, g.1.) - - - «~G(x, ~ .J from the expansion of ) J 
(1) and the Fourier Series of f(x) remains. 
Suppose now that there is a jump in the function f(x) 
itself. We must first obtain the Fourier expansion of one 
funotion which has a jump, and from this, in exactly the 
awne manner as in the preceding paragraph, we may obtain the 
expansion of a.ny function which has a. jump. 
We have already found that 




If the aeries L cos ~kx be differentiated term by term, 
l(::.'O:' /'{~/ k 
the series L sin kx is obtained. We proceed to teat this 
~~· k -
series for uniform convergency. 
Set 
I'\~ \V 
A = ~ sin kx • 
1\, L k 
/{:I 
· Multipilying each side by 2 sin x 
2 





2 sin e/~-~in 1gf 
k 
cos (k -1L2)x_- ,cos (k + l/2)x 
k 
:: cos x (1-1/2) cos 3/2x - (1/2 - 1/3) cos 5/2x - -
2 
( 
l -- !_)cos (n-l/2)x -1 cos(n -r l/2)x 
- n-1 n . ft 
·Discarding the first and last terms, and writing only the 
coefficients, since the !cos s/ ~ l, we obtain 
and 
s ~ ::: - ( l - l/ 2) 
=-1 + !. 
n 
(1/2 - 1/3) - - - ./-...:!.._ 
\n l 
Then, since the series formed by the coefficients is 
absolutely convergent, the aeries 2A sin .?£ is convergent, 
2 
and A converges uniformly except ·perhaps where x :: 2k lf • 
f<.::.1\1 
i. e., the series ;[. sin k~ is uniformly convergent in 
t'\~1 k 
the inte~val -·rr to 11 from which has been extracted an in-
terval of length E including the origin. 




We no\V have the Fourier Series of a function whioh has 
a jump of 1r at the origin. and from this we may obtain the 
expansion of any function which is continu~us except for a 
finite number of jumps. 
